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JUDGMENT

LORD JUSTICE LEGGATT: On 14th August 1996 at Croydon Crown Court before Judge Pullinger the appellants Taran Spero and Scott Bing were convicted of attempting to obtain property by deception.  On 4th September 1996 before Judge Coningsby Spero was made subject to a combination order and Bing to a community service order.  Both appeal against conviction by virtue of a certificate by the sentencing judge of fitness for appeal.  In the course of his ruling the judge proposed two questions:  (1) In the light of the House of Lords' decision in R v Preddy and Others [1996] AC 815, was the judge's direction to the jury adequate in relation to the definition of the obtaining property belonging to another?
(2) Can the circumstances of the present case be distinguished from those of R v Preddy?
      The appellant Spero is a single woman.  She applied to the London Borough of Bromley for housing benefit for the purpose of paying her rent.  In her application she represented that she was the sole tenant of a property and that the appellant Bing was her landlord.  It was the falsity of that proposition that was in issue at the trial. 
      Bing drafted a false tenancy agreement in place of the original one in which he had undertaken to pay the rent as tenant for a period of 12 months.  The housing authority asked Spero to confirm who the landlord was and the appellants responded to that by drafting a letter which purported to be from the registered owner of the property and to appoint Bing as the landlord's agent.
      The case for the Crown was that if it had been known that in fact the appellants were living together and that Bing was earning £16,000 a year, Spero would not have received housing benefit.
      The appellants both gave evidence asserting that they had not been dishonest.  Spero said that she knew that she would not have received the full amount of benefit if it had been known that she was not a sole tenant.  She said that Bing was not at the premises all the time, but only stayed there for periods of between one and five nights a week and that he had his own address.  Her case was that the purpose of the false agreement was not to deceive the housing benefit agency, it was done because had the landlords realised that she was making a housing benefit claim they would have evicted her simply because it was not their policy to let to people who were claiming housing benefit.  She  was, according to her case, entitled to the benefit that she claimed.
      Bing went so far as to say that it was a mistake on the tenancy agreement document to say that he was landlord.  He claimed to be the representative of the landlord.  But he agreed that in the original tenancy agreement it was he who had undertaken to pay the rent for 12 months.  The issue in effect was whether the appellants were to be regarded as "living together". The jury evidently were satisfied that they were.
      It should be said that when the judge gave his ruling he said that if the attempt of which both appellants were convicted had been successful and housing benefit had been obtained "...it would have resulted in cheques being received by Miss Spero with the assistance of Mr Bing.  Those would have been the cheques representing an entitlement to housing benefit."
      When the judge at trial summed the matter up to the jury he said at page 8C of the transcript of the summing‑up that there was a preliminary point about the offences charged and that concerned the meaning of property.  He said:
"...in this case it was money that was going to be received ‑ housing benefit money.  Well, 'property' includes money; money for legal purposes is a type of property so there is no difficulty about that.  These are the ingredients. 'An intention to obtain housing benefit.' There is no issue about that; it is agreed  that that was what Miss Spero wanted."
The judge in summing‑up in that way was unaware of the case of R v Preddy, as it seems were both counsel.  It was only when that case was drawn to the attention of the sentencing judge, after sentence had been imposed, that it was recognised that had counsel realised the existence of the case at trial a submission would have been available that there was no case to answer on this indictment.
      Section 15(1) of the Theft Act 1968 provides:
"A person who by any deception dishonestly obtains property belonging to another, with the intention of permanently depriving the other of it, shall on conviction on indictment be liable to imprisonment for a term not exceeding ten years." 
So far as material the case of Preddy, which concerned an application for a mortgage loan under which the advance was made by telegraphic or electronic transfer or cheque, decided that where the payment was by cheque the chose in action represented by the cheque never belonged to the drawer, but came into existence belonging to the payee, and so no property belonging to another could be obtained by the payee within section 15(1).  The matter is aptly summarised in the speech of Lord Jauncey at page 841C where he said:
"It would be tempting to say that the appellants by deception obtained money belonging to the lenders and therefore offences have been committed.  That however would be to adopt a simplistic approach ignoring the  nature of the precise transactions which are involved. I start with the proposition that the money in a bank account standing at credit does not belong to the account holder.  He has merely a chose in action which is the right to demand payment of the relevant sum from the bank.  I use the word money for convenience but it is of course simply a sum entered into the books of the bank. When a sum of money leaves A's account his chose in action quoad that sum is extinguished.  When an equivalent sum is transferred to B's account there is created in B a fresh chose in action being the right to demand payment of the sum from his bank." 
In this case if one substitutes in that passage for the word "lenders" the term "housing benefit agency" and treats them as being A in his Lordship's example and Miss Spero as B, it is exactly in point.
      Although the owner of the chose in action, namely the housing benefit agency, was deprived of it, that chose in action would not have been obtained by the appellants had the fraud been successful.  What they would have obtained is a chose of action in the form of an indebtedness of Spero's bank to her in a like amount.  So whatever offence the appellants were guilty of, it was not obtaining property by deception.
      It follows that the answer to each of the sentencing judge's questions posed when granting the certificate is "No".  Both appeals are therefore allowed, the convictions quashed and the sentences set aside.   

